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safavid conversion of iran to shia islam wikipedia - the safavid conversion of iran from sunni islam to shia islam took
place roughly over the 16th through 18th centuries and made iran the spiritual bastion of shia islam it also ensured the
dominance of the twelver sect within shiism over the zaydiyyah and ismaili sects each of whom had previously experienced
their own eras of dominance within shiism, religion in iran wikipedia - according to the cia world factbook around 90 95 of
iranians associate themselves with the shia branch of islam the official state religion and about 5 10 with the sunni and sufi
branches of islam the remaining 0 6 associate themselves with non islamic religious minorities including bah s mandeans
yarsanis zoroastrians jews and christians, iran and persia are they the same heritage institute - the names iran and
persia are often used interchangeably to mean the same country iran is the legal name persia was an ancient kingdom
within iran iran came to be known as persia in the west thanks to classical greek authors during whose time persia was the
dominant kingdom in iran, islam christian orthodox publications booklets - muhammad and idolatry sam shamoun one
thing that sticks out in islam is that most of the rites and practices adopted into the religion are actually pagan customs that
muhammad claimed were sanctioned by god in fact we find that muhammad before during and after his mission continued
to perform rites that from a biblical perspective are nothing more than idolatry, iran politics club persian mythology gods
goddesses - back to index persian mythology gods and goddesses part one persian mythology gods and goddesses part 1
pictorial research and guide ahreeman x, israel answering islam org - israel and the world s mock trial the shame 1
introduction 2 turning the tables around to see in the eyes of a jew the unlikely scenario, anahita virgin mother of mithra
freethought nation - i am delighted to announce that i have had an article published in a scholarly reader called anahita
ancient persian goddess and zoroastrian yazata which contains the articles of many respected scholars in the field of history
and iranian studies my article was the persian goddess anahita the pre christian virgin mother of mithra was closely,
quotations on islam from notable non muslims wikiislam - if the people of this religion islam are asked about the proof
for the soundness of their religion they flare up get angry and spill the blood of whoever confronts them with this question,
irfi islamic research foundation international inc - a great informative and educational site about islam allah muhammad
quran and muslim an islamic perspective of scientific issues and information about muslim scholarships and many other
islam and science related resources, revolutionary iran a history of the islamic republic - revolutionary iran a history of
the islamic republic michael axworthy on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in revolutionary iran michael
axworthy guides us through recent iranian history from shortly before the 1979 islamic revolution through the summer of
2009, 7 more misleading leftist concepts that pretend to be - nowadays a minority refers to an identity built on the model
of the marxist class a minority is a purportedly dominated or oppressed group with specific interests
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